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• Why Peachtree?  Why Now?

I. THE CONTEXT
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II. PEACHTREE CORRIDOR 
PLANNING PROCESS



How Has This Project Evolved?

• 2003-05 Atlanta Streetcar, Inc. Feasibility Study

• 2005-07 Peachtree Corridor Taskforce

• 2007 Peachtree Corridor Partnership

• 2008-? Implementation





Streetcar Section – Governance

• Peachtree Inc. would govern the construction and 
operations of the streetcar (likely outsourcing most 
activities)

• No decision made on who operates (drives) and 
maintains the streetcars but MARTA a leading candidate







TOTAL COSTS OF FULL VISION

Seg 1 Seg 2 Seg 3 Seg 4 Seg 5 Seg 6 Seg 7 TOTAL

Buckhead
Comm

Buckhead
Resid.

Brookwood Midtown Downtown Downtown
Connector

Southside
Mixed Use

ALL
SEGMENTS

Actual Corridor 
Length

2.46 mi 1.14mi 1.65 mi 1.97 mi 1.95 mi 2.35 mi 4.6 mi 16.12 mi

Total Streetcar Track 
Miles

4.92 mi 2.28 mi 3.3 mi 3.94 mi 2.9 mi 4.7 mi 9.2 mi 32.24 mi

COST 
CATEGORY

Streetcar $68 $38 $50 $58 $49 $62 $120 $445

Streetscape 
Improvements

$20 $5 $10 $10 $10 $25 $29 $109

Public Spaces/ 
Plazas/Art

$10 $3 $7 $10 $54 $4 $22 $110

Utility Burial 
Relocation

$8 $12 $9 $3 $3 $13 $28 $76

Road Improvements $4 $5 $10 $3 $8 $12 $26 $68

Public Parking $8 $0 $0 $8 $8 $0 $0 $24

Land/ROW
Acquisition 

$16 $27 $84 $0 $0 $2 $30 $159

TOTALS $134 $90 $170 $92 $132 $118 $255 $991

CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
2006 dollars (in millions)



Peachtree Corridor Transit

Transit Systems Comparison
Bus Light Rail Streetcar

Emissions High None None
Traffic Impact Neutral to negative None, usually 

separate right of 
way

Neutral

Capital Cost Low High Medium
Construction Impact Low High Medium
Ability to attract riders Low Medium High
Scale of economic 
development

Small Large Large

Encourages pedestrian 
activity

Somewhat Somewhat Mosst

Fits in planned 
character of Peachtree 
Corridor

Least Neutral Most



Peachtree Corridor Transit

Why Streetcar?
• Ideal for trips of a couple blocks to a couple miles
• Quiet, smooth, emission-free ride 
• Stable, permanent route and reliable service
• High ridership potential
• Supportive of high-density economic development
• Fitting for a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented “great street”

Why Now?
• Corridor growth and density growth projected
• Rising automobile costs:  fuel, time in traffic
• 40 to 50 other U.S. cities considering streetcars…



PEACHTREE CORRIDOR TRANSIT

Streetcar “Renaissance”



PEACHTREE CORRIDOR TRANSIT

Streetcar System Overview

Route Length 4 miles north/south on Peachtree
4.7 mile Downtown loop

Vehicle Traditional or Modern
Speed 10-15 mph

Right-of-way Mixed traffic, outside/curbside lane
Power Overhead lines
Stops About every ¼ mile

Headway (Arrival Frequency) Every 10-15 minutes weekdays
Every 15-20 minutes off-peak

Average Trip Length Couple blocks to couple miles
Primary Users Commuters, shoppers, tourists

Fare To be determined
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III. NEXT STEPS 
&

KEY QUESTIONS



We Cannot Implement Full Vision Today

• Task Force laid out full 25 year, $1 billion vision of a 
great street

• Partnership has focused on defining a clearer Phase 
One for implementation

• Phase One is the first step to realizing the vision laid out 
by the Task Force

• Future Phases could quickly follow - but only Phase One 
has been the Partnership focus 



Local Financing Is Key For Phase One

• State and federal transportation funds are already scarce

• Streetscape work is easier to fund over time via matching state/federal 
funds as CIDs have done (and will continue to do) – much harder for 
modern streetcar to find sources of capital

• Greatest benefit accrues to property owners within a few blocks of the 
streetcar and city residents overall to a lesser extent – rationale for 
primary source from nearby residents and secondary sources from 
citywide options

• Regional residents or out of town users will pay via fares

• Local financing has driven Portland and Seattle modern streetcar
efforts – only after three phases has Portland now sought federal 
transit funds

• Both Portland and Seattle local tax districts range from 3-5 blocks off 
the line in most areas



PHASE ONE PLANNING SUMMARY

• Build Peachtree Corridor Streetcar System in Midtown 
and Downtown areas (including circulator loop to serve 
major visitors attractions)

• System will be 12 total track miles

• Total cost estimated at approximately $200 million

• Funding entirely local—possible sources include special 
tax district, increase in CID millage, general city 
revenues and parking tax. 



Economic Impact For City Expected To Be 
Significant

• Task Force retained Dr. Bruce Seaman from Georgia State to 
conservatively assess financial impact for City general funds based 
on accelerated Corridor growth forecasts

• Total NET benefits (subtracting out additional public service costs) 
of Corridor growth estimated to be $380 - $460 million for City 

• Primary sources of impact included additional property taxes, impact 
fees, and construction sales/use taxes

• Impact was measured for entire corridor – benefits for Phase One 
area would be significant even in the focused area (estimated $120 -
$200 million)

• It is impossible to estimate how much of this impact will be due to 
the streetcar by itself, although Portland provides clues to the impact



Portland Financial Impacts To Date Have 
Been Extremely Positive

• Initial streetcar system phase opened in summer 2001

• Since 2001 over $2.8 billion has been invested within 
two blocks of the streetcar line – over 7,000 new housing 
units and 4.6 million square feet of office space

• Increased dramatically from developing less than 50% of 
the allowed Floor Area Ratio (FAR) to 90% of FAR for 
properties within one block of the streetcar



PEACHTREE CORRIDOR PARTNERSHIP

• Peachtree streetcar is an example of a larger urban planning 
and revitalization project. 

• Long-term project—can only be implemented in phases.

• Local financing is key to jump-starting Phase I.

• Timeframe for determining whether Atlanta moves forward: 6-
9 months.

Concluding Comments
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1. How does one best “make the case” for the benefits of a 
streetcar investment? What economic impact analysis has 
been carried out for rail transit in general and streetcars in 
particular? 

2. Are there ways to finance the initial stages of the streetcar 
beyond what we have already identified?  Are there other 
funding models to investigate?

3. What are the best governance options available (private non-
profit, public ) for overseeing and managing streetcar 
projects?  

Key Questions


